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FARE MONITORING REPORT

The 2019-2020 financial year is the first financial 
year for which CPVV has had a substantial amount 
of booked trip data to do an analysis of fare trends. 
The data set used for this report represents about 
80 per cent of all booked trips taken in Victoria.

The report provides a solid basis for future analysis 
of the post-reform CPV market and fare trends 
as the data continues to improve. However, 
restrictions to prevent the spread of COVID-19 
did have a significant impact on the industry in the 
fourth quarter of 2019-2020. While there was no 
material impact on fares during the pandemic, this 
reduced the volume of data that was available for 
analysis, which will need to be taken into account 
for future comparisons. 

The report looks at both fare trends across 
the whole of Victoria and between the different 
zones: metro, urban, regional, and country. 
CPVV’s analysis shows that fares in regional and 
country areas were generally higher than fares in 
metropolitan and urban areas.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria

Overall fares remained constant across the financial 
year in all areas. CPVV did not find any evidence of 
misuse of market power. 

The report highlights that there is opportunity for 
CPVV to look at ways to support smaller booking 
service providers to meet their data collection 
obligations, particularly by addressing known 
technology gaps.

Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria (CPVV) has a legal obligation to monitor and 
analyse trends in fares for commercial passenger vehicle (CPV) services and to identify 
potential areas for misuse of market power.
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CONTEXT

The CPV industry underwent significant changes 
in 2018 with the introduction of the Commercial 
Passenger Vehicle Industry Act 2017 (CPVI Act). 
These changes included the deregulation of fares 
for all booked services across Victoria and for 
unbooked services outside the metropolitan, 
urban and large regional areas.

The purpose of the fare monitoring report is 
to monitor and analyse trends in fares for CPV 
services and to identify potential areas for misuse 
of market power. Under section 111 of the CPVI 
Act, CPVV must monitor CPV fares with a view to 
keeping Victorian consumers and the Government 
informed about the economic performance of the 
CPV industry, trends in fares and potential areas of 
misuse of market power. CPVV must also publish 
an annual report setting out how it has addressed 
its fare monitoring duty. 

The 2018-19 fare monitoring report provided an 
overview of the impact of the 2018 reforms on the 
CPV market, based on comparative data pre and 
post-reform. It highlighted the significant growth 
in the CPV market post-reform and some of the 
challenges faced by CPVV and the industry in 
collecting and supplying trip data to support 
long-term monitoring of fares.

This 2019-2020 fare monitoring report provides 
an overview of the continuing changes in the CPV 
market over the past 12 to 18 months, as the 
reforms are consolidated. We’ve worked closely 
with industry to make significant improvements in 
our data collection and have built a strong data 
analysis capacity within CPVV. This report provides 
a solid basis for future analysis of the post-reform 
CPV market and fare trends as the data continues 
to improve. 

The COVID-19 outbreak hit the commercial 
passenger vehicle industry hard as the Victorian 
community was restricted from travelling on a 
regular basis, with trip volumes dropping 57 per 
cent in the fourth quarter of 2019-2020. Inevitably, 
this has had an impact on the data available for 
2019-2020 to analyse fare trends. This will 
need to be taken into account for any future 
comparative analysis.
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CPVV’s data collection program requires booking 
service providers to provide trip data for all 
booked trips, which is the vast majority of trips 
travelled each year. In the 2019-20 financial year, 
we estimate the CPV industry delivered in excess 
of 60 million booked trips or approximately 
1.2 million trips per week. 

Restrictions to prevent the spread of COVID-19 
had a significant impact on trip volumes in the 
fourth quarter of 2019-2020, with monthly trip 
averages falling 57 per cent, from approximately 
4.7 million trips to 2 million trips per month.

COMMERCIAL PASSENGER VEHICLE MARKET

Demand for commercial 
passenger vehicle services

FARE MONITORING REPORT

The Multi Purpose Taxi Program (MPTP) assists 
with the travel needs of people with accessibility 
and mobility needs by offering subsidised 
commercial passenger vehicle fares to members. 
Demand for MPTP services in 2019-2020 
decreased slightly when compared to the previous 
financial year. There were just over 98,000 active 
MPTP members, and around 4.7 million trips 
were taken. Unsurprisingly, the monthly average 
number of MPTP trips also fell significantly in the 
fourth quarter, from 470,000 to 181,000 trips per 
month, as restrictions to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19 were introduced. However, the CPV 
industry continued to supply an essential service 
for MPTP members during the pandemic.

Accessible services

Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria
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Supply of commercial 
passenger vehicle services

The new regulatory framework continues
to support a competitive and diverse CPV
market, giving passengers a diverse range 
of CPV services to choose from. CPVV
continues to work with industry to support
the development of new services by existing 
service providers, and to encourage new 
service providers to enter the CPV market.

Accredited drivers and registered 
commercial passenger vehicles

Despite the impact of COVID-19 and the 
downturn in trip volumes, the industry continued 
to grow in 2019-2020, with increases in both 
the number of accredited drivers and registered 
CPVs. This growth continues to reflect the 
low costs of entry and the easy online driver 
accreditation and vehicle registration processes, 
introduced as part of the 2018 reforms. The low 
costs associated with entering and operating in 
the Victorian CPV market will be vital in supporting 
the recovery of the CPV industry from the impacts 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, and we expect to see 
continued growth in the CPV market in 2020-21. 

We estimate there were 74,000 active drivers and 
almost 60,000 active CPVs during the 2019-20 
year. These figures do not include those drivers 
and vehicles only doing unbooked work, or those 
drivers and vehicles associated with booking 
service providers who have not provided us with 
data. Our new user portal introduced in 2020 
will introduce simple annual checks, continuing 
to provide greater clarity on active drivers and 
vehicles in the CPV market. 

Booking service providers

This financial year also saw an additional 52 
booking service providers enter the market.
These were a mix of rideshare providers and 
traditional taxi providers. This is positive for the 
CPV market as more service providers should 
ultimately mean more choice for passengers.

Pleasingly, there are booking service providers 
distributed throughout Victoria (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Booking service provider locations – based 
              on registered address

CPVV continues to develop its booking service 
provider data collection program which will 
provide greater clarity about the operation 
of the CPV industry each year as it matures.

Average BSP count

1.00      24.00
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INFORMING OUR FARE MONITORING REPORT

FARE MONITORING REPORT

Collection of trip data

As a condition of registration, records must be 
kept by booking service providers. The records 
that booking service providers must keep are set 
out in the Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry 
Regulations 2018.

Trip data from booking service providers is used 
for fare monitoring and is also critical to enhancing 
industry safety, which is why booking service 
providers have a legislative requirement to collect 
trip records and provide them to CPVV upon request 
under the CPVI Act. When CPVV requests data,
we tell the booking service provider what we will 
use it for.

Trip data allows CPVV to better understand the 
CPV industry and to design regulatory responses 
that deliver the best safety outcomes for the 
whole industry. For example, CPVV can use data 
to understand the patterns that drivers choose to 
work across different booking service providers and 
determine if there is a risk of driver fatigue. It can 
also use the data to identify independent service 
providers and target safety interventions where they 
are needed most. During the coronavirus (COVID-19) 
pandemic, trip data has been crucial in informing the 
Government of the impact of the pandemic on the 
CPV industry and designing both the financial support 
package and COVID-19 related safety initiatives.

As with all Victorian Government departments and 
agencies, CPVV adheres to all obligations required 
under the privacy legislation and our data systems 
and process are designed, developed and maintained 
in line with the Victoria Protective Data Security 
Standards (VPDSS). CPVV does not ask for or 
accept personally identifiable information in our trip 
data requests.

The requirement to provide trip information is not 
new. Prior to the 2017 commercial passenger vehicle 
industry reforms, service providers were also required 
to provide trip information to the (then) Taxi Service 
Commission to support its key functions. 

To enable the analysis of data about over 60 million 
trips, CPVV requires this data be provided in an 
electronic format. In general, the low cost of readily 
available technology makes electronic reporting 
simple. However, CPVV recognises that for some 
booking service providers that complete only a few 
trips per year, the economic impact of reporting 
records outweighs the safety benefit of collecting
these records in some circumstances. For this 
reason, CPVV will consider any request to be 
discharged from the requirement to provide records 
in the prescribed electronic format against the:

value of the booking service provider’s records 
for enhancing industry safety;

safety risk profile of the booking service 
provider; and

reasons the booking service provider may 
not be able to provide records to CPVV in the 
prescribed electronic format.

Should a booking service provider be discharged 
from the reporting requirement, it will still be required 
to keep all required records and to submit records on 
the total number of trips provided, the vehicle(s) used 
to deliver these trips and details of the driver(s).

Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria
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During the 2019-2020 financial year, CPVV has made 
substantial progress in collecting trip data which 
has allowed for a more in-depth analysis of fare 
trends. CPVV continues to work with booking service 
providers to enhance the quality of booked trip data.  

Using the data we collected from booking service 
providers in 2019-20, we analysed the fare data from 
more than 37 million booked trips, including both 
booked only providers (rideshare) and booked and 
unbooked providers (traditional taxis). From this data, 
we looked at the average cost per kilometre and the 
average cost per minute across each month and for 
the different geographic zones (based on where the 
trip started). For the purposes of this analysis, we 
used the metropolitan, urban, regional and country 
zones. These zones are outlined in the Glossary.

Approach to analysing fare trends

To calculate the average cost per kilometre, we 
used the sum of the fare and divided it by the trip 
distance. For the average cost per minute, we used 
the sum of the fare and divided it by the trip duration 
(in minutes). Due to the different fare structures used 
across the CPV industry, the fare may include wait 
times, flagfalls and other associated charges. The 
data does not allow these charges to be identified. As 
such, the average costs in this report are not directly 
comparable with maximum fares set by the Essential 
Services Commission (ESC) for unbooked services in 
metropolitan and urban/large regional areas. 
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FARE MONITORING REPORT

CPV FARE TRENDS 2019-2020

Booked fares

Fares for booked trips are not regulated and booking 
service providers can set their own prices whether they 
operate a rideshare, taxi or hire car business. However, 
to ensure consumers are protected, booking service 
providers must provide passengers with a fare 
estimate or a fixed fare before the trip is booked 
if they request one. 

From our analysis, the fares for booked trips across 
all booking service providers in 2019-2020 remained 
constantly flat across the year. This is true for the 
average cost per kilometre and the average cost per 
minute. In regional areas, the average cost per kilometre 
was higher than in metro, urban and rural areas. The 
average cost per minute was higher in both regional and 
rural areas. In all areas fares were flat across the whole 
year and we did not find any evidence of a misuse of 
market power. 

Average cost per kilometre

Across all trips, the lowest average cost per kilometre was $2.12 (in September and October 2019) and the highest 
was $2.84 (in December 2019) (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2  Average cost per kilometre 

The fare trends were also constant across the different geographic zones. However, the average cost per kilometre for 
trips that started in a regional zone was 26 per cent higher than the average across all zones. In the regional zone the 
average cost was $3.20 per kilometre, while the average across the other zones was around $2.30 per kilometre (see 
Figure 3). The average cost per kilometre for fares starting in all other zones was similar to or below the average across all 
trips.

Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria 10



Figure 3  Average cost per kilometre – geographical zone 

Average cost per minute

Across all trips, the lowest average cost per minute was $1.18 (in October 2019) and the highest 
$1.62 (in December 2019) (see Figure 4). 

Figure 4  Average cost per minute 

The fare trends were also constant across the different geographic zones. However, the average cost per minute 
was 21 per cent higher for trips that started in rural and regional zones when compared to the average cost per 
minute across all zones. The average cost per minute for the rural and regional zones was around $2.20 per 
minute compared with $1.30 in the metro zone and $1.80 in the urban areas (see Figure 5). 

Figure 5  Average cost per minute – geographical zone 

Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria 11



FARE MONITORING REPORT

Unbooked fares

Metropolitan and urban/large regional 
areas regulated maximum fares 

The maximum fares for unbooked services are 
set by the ESC for trips starting in metropolitan 
and urban/large regional areas, which cover most 
of metropolitan Melbourne, Geelong, Ballarat, 
Bendigo, Frankston, Dandenong and the Mornington 
Peninsula. These fares are reviewed by the ESC every 
two years.

The ESC undertook a review of the fares in 2020, 
releasing their final determination in September 2020. 
The ESC decision was to keep maximum fares for 
unbooked trips in these areas unchanged. It was 
their assessment that, based on the publicly available 
information, there was no shortage of CPVs to meet 
customer demand. Prices generally do not go up 
in a market where there is no shortage of supply. 
They also found that the current level of fares was 
sufficient for delivering a quality service, with available 
information suggesting the quality of taxi services had 
generally improved over the last two years. 

It was also the ESC’s view that, given the current 
impact of the coronavirus pandemic on the CPV 
industry and the uncertainty about its future impact, 
keeping maximum fares unchanged would provide 
some level of stability for consumers and unbooked 
CPV service providers. By keeping maximum fares 
unchanged, unbooked service providers will not 
have to cover the additional costs associated with 
updating meters and stickers.

Providers of unbooked services are required to keep 
data about their unbooked trips. CPVV has not yet 
requested trip data from these providers. This will be 
part of our ongoing strategy to improve knowledge 
about fares and safety in the commercial passenger 
vehicle industry.

Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria 12



CPVV has recently undertaken two projects to 
support fare innovation in the CPV industry: 
simplifying the Multi Purpose Taxi Program (MPTP) 
business rules and providing guidance on how to 
display fare information in vehicles used for unbooked 
services. CPVV will continue to work with industry to 
communicate these changes and help them identify 
ways the changes allow them to offer more innovative 
fare structures. 

Simplifying the Multi Purpose 
Taxi Program business rules

In 2020, CPVV changed the MPTP business rules to 
remove the link between MPTP subsidy payments 
and the maximum unbooked fares. We now pay 
50 per cent of the total fare, which is simpler for 
providers to calculate. This means providers can 
set more innovative fares for MPTP trips, and MPTP 
members can also benefit from fare deregulation in 
the same way that all other Victorians do.

Providing regulatory guidance 
on displaying fare information

CPVV has identified that the current regulations may 
in some instances be restricting drivers providing 
unbooked CPV services from offering passengers 
lower fixed-rate fares for non-metered trips.

The regulations require drivers to display fare 
information on the outside and inside of the 
vehicle when providing an unbooked CPV service. 
The purpose of the regulations is to ensure that 
passengers who pick up a CPV at a taxi rank will 
know roughly what they’ll be charged for a metered 
trip (that is, where the fare calculation device is being 
used to calculate the fare). It is our view that fares 
for non-metered trips do not need to be displayed 
as well. 

To give drivers of unbooked services clarity about the 
fares they can offer passengers, CPVV has provided 
the following regulatory guidance on displaying fare 
information: 

Fare information only needs to be 
displayed for unbooked trips that    
use a fare calculation device.

Drivers only need to display maximum 
hiring rates and additional charges.

This clarifies that CPVV does not expect drivers to 
display every hiring rate they charge. Providing this 
additional guidance means that drivers of unbooked 
services can have the flexibility to offer fixed fares to 
passengers without having to display this in the fare 
information on the vehicle. 

Encouraging fare innovation

Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria 13
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Future opportunities to improve 
the data we use to inform 
fare monitoring and commercial 
passenger vehicle safety activities

Our data collection program has continued to highlight 
the challenges faced by some booking service 
providers, particularly smaller ones, in meeting their 
data requirements under the CPVI Act. CPVV has 
worked closely with these booking service providers to 
help them understand their data collection obligations. 
However, we recognised that some booking service 
providers do not have the technology in place to meet 
these obligations and that they are not currently in a 
position to invest in this technology, particularly in the 
regional and country areas. 

As the collection of trip data is essential for supporting 
safety within the CPV industry, as well as helping CPVV 
to understand the CPV market, CPVV will be looking 
for further ways to support smaller booking service 
providers who do not have the capacity or resources 
to meet their data collection obligations, particularly by 
exploring options to address known technology gaps. 

FARE MONITORING REPORT
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Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria

Glossary

Accredited driver A driver approved by CPVV to drive a commercial passenger vehicle to provide     
a commercial passenger vehicle service

Active CPV A commercial passenger vehicle that has been used for at least one trip in the 
specified timeframe

Active driver An accredited driver that has provided at least one trip in the specified timeframe

Booked trip A trip in a commercial passenger vehicle that is arranged through a booking 
service

Booking service
A service that receives requests for people to be provided with commercial 
passenger vehicle services and arranges or facilitates those requests by or           
on behalf of drivers of commercial passenger vehicles

Country zone Covers all other areas of Victoria not listed above as being included in the 
metropolitan, urban or regional taxi zones

CPV Commercial passenger vehicle –  a motor vehicle that is registered as a 
commercial passenger vehicle under Part 3 of the CPVI Act

CPVI Act Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry Act 2017

CPVV Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria – the regulator for the purposes 
of the CPVI Act

ESC Essential Services Commission

Metropolitan zone

Covers metropolitan Melbourne, extending to Werribee in the south-west, 
Caroline Springs, Taylors Hill and Hillside in the west, Melbourne Airport and Bulla 
in the north-west, Mickleham, Wollert and Mernda in the North, Hurstbridge, 
Wattleglen, Kangaroo Ground, Coldstream and Lilydale in the northeast, the Basin, 
Sherbrooke and Belgrave to the east, Rowville, Wheelers Hill, Clayton, Dingley 
Village, Braeside, Chelsea Heights and Patterson Lakes to the south-east

MPTP Multi Purpose Taxi Program
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Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria

Regional zone

Covers the areas of the Bellarine Peninsula and Torquay, an area around the fringe of 
the metropolitan zone that covers Melton and Bacchus Marsh, Sunbury, Gisborne, 
Riddell’s Creek, Romsey, Macedon, Mount Macedon, Woodend, Whittlesea, Wallan, 
Wandong, Kilmore, Broadford, St Andrews, Yarra Glen, Dixons Creek, Healesville, 
Launching Place, Warburton, Emerald, Gembrook, Pakenham, Pearcedale, and 
small blocks surrounding each of the following towns and cities: Mildura, Swan Hill, 
Echuca, Horsham, Shepparton, Benalla, Wangaratta, Wodonga, Hamilton, Portland, 
Warrnambool, Colac, Bairnsdale, Sale and Maffra, Warragul and Drouin, and the La 
Trobe Valley, including Moe, Morwell, Traralgon, and Churchill

Rideshare Booking service providers who allocate bookings to vehicles registered to provide 
booked trips only

Traditional taxis Booking service providers who allocate bookings to vehicles registered to provide 
both booked and unbooked trips

Unbooked trip Means a trip in a commercial passenger vehicle that is not arranged through a 
booking service (also known as ‘rank and hail’ work)

Urban zone

Includes the current outer suburban taxi zone (covering Springvale, Dandenong, 
Berwick, Cranbourne, Frankston and Mt Eliza), the Mornington Peninsula (including 
Mornington, Mount Martha, Dromana, Rosebud, Blairgowrie, Sorrento, Portsea, 
Tyabb, Hastings, Somers, Point Leo, and Flinders), the current Geelong Urban taxi 
zone (extending to Grovedale, Waurn Ponds, Fyansford, Batesford, Lovely Banks, 
Lara, Avalon Airport and Point Wilson), the current Ballarat taxi zone and the current 
Bendigo taxi zone
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